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Philadelphia's early city halls were modest compared to today's massive
building at the intersection of Broad and Market. The first (1710) even served as a
market hall; stalls were on the ground floor and the meeting rooms above. It was
located at Second and High (later Market).' The second (1791) was another small
building, at Fifth and Chestnut on the northeast corner of Independence Square.
Neither location was where the civic center was supposed to be, according to the
plan prepared for the founder William Penn by his surveyor Thomas Holme in
1682. That was of course at Broad and Market, or Centre Square as it was called
at the time, which was eight blocks west of Independence Square.2 In the
eighteenth century everyone recognized that Centre Square was not a practical
site because the Delaware River was the city's main highway to the world, and
most Philadelphians lived nearby, in the neighborhoods in the eastern half of
Penn's grid.

Ironically, in the nineteenth century, when the population had moved
westward and Centre Square had become the center that Penn had envisioned,
relocating the city hall was debated for decades before it was finally approved in
1870. Historians have viewed the episode as a real estate squabble between rival
property owners, with profit-seeking politicians on both sides.3 But the site
controversy was far more complex in the sense that important planning questions
were also raised. The center of the business district, for example, remained near
the Delaware River, and city halls were seen by many as serving primarily the
business community. Over the years Independence Square had also created a
civic tradition of its own, and many felt it was the appropriate place for a new city
hall. In short, nineteenth century realities provided legitimate challenges to
Penn's seventeenth century vision. This essay takes another look at that complex
story.

* * *

In the 1790s Independence Square was closer to the business district than
Second and Market, but the city moved there for another reason. The state
assembly, which had been meeting on the Square since the 1730s, had been
courting the federal government (then meeting in New York) in the hope of
making Philadelphia the nation's permanent capital. In 1790 Congress decided
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instead to create the District of Columbia, but as a consolation prize it agreed to
stay in Philadelphia for ten years while work began on the new capital.'

Unfortunately the State House was not large enough to accommodate all
the federal officials, and this is why the assembly asked the city to move to the
Square. The county officials were also willing to help out. They had been meeting
at the old city hall, but they now added a new court house to the Square-or
more precisely, the state assembly did since it appropriated the money. (The city
paid for its building, largely from the proceeds of a lottery authorized by the
assembly in 1789.)6

The city and county buildings flanked the State House on north end of the
Square on Chestnut Street. The complex was called the "Public Buildings," but
in architectural terms they were thought of in the singular, as an integrated
design. The new buildings shared the State House's red brick and white trim
Georgian style, and they were connected to the State House by arcades. With
trees and other greenery in a park at the south end of the Square, it was
undeniably the most impressive civic center in the new nation.7

But the Square was also in a period of transition. With population growing
in the western parts of the state, the state assembly relocated to Lancaster in 1799
before settling permanently at Harrisburg. The following year the federal
government moved to its new home on the Potomac River. Though anticipated,
these departures were a bit of a blow to Philadelphia's ego. On the positive side,
the city and county now had Independence Square to themselves; or almost so,
since the federal and state district courts did not move away.

In the early decades of the nineteenth century, the local governments
managed to make do with their buildings and the space available in the State
House, or Independence Hall as it was also being called.8 By July of 1837,
however, the city's committee on public property announced that it had "arrived
at the conclusion that the building in which the Councils now sit cannot be so
altered as to afford suitable accommodations to those officers whose duties
require them to be near each other, and at the same time to admit of the sessions
of the Councils."9

Space was also a problem for the county commissioners. InJanuary of 1838
they were thinking of moving, but only if the councils were willing to join them.
Centre Square, or Penn Square, as it was then being more frequently, was the site
they wanted. It was still public property. It was also available and open. Benjamin
Henry Latrobe's graceful Grecian temple that housed the first water works on
that site had been torn down after becoming something of an eyesore through
years of neglect."0

Many councilmen, however, were doubtful about Penn Square. Population
was moving into that neighborhood and beyond, but downtown Philadelphia
was still anchored in the blocks near the Delaware river."1 "In a century or two"
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Penn Square would make a fine site, one councilman said with a bit of hyperbole;
but his remark reflected the view of many.12

Workers in the construction trades had an interest in the debate, prticularly
since the city had been hard hit by the national recession that followed the Panic
of 1837. At a meeting on March 13 their leaders endorsed the plans for Penn
Square. "The buildings now occupied are utterly insufficient for the transaction
of accumulating public business of our increasing city," their resolution said. As
Penn had envisioned, the city was growing westward, and it was Penn's "design
and intention" that this "crowning Square" would become "the ultimate business
centre of Philadelphia."'
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Jobs for workers, however, was the resolution's main concern. It asserted
that city officials. as "appointed guardians of the welfare of the people." had a
responsibility "to ward off and alleviate the distress that threatens these useful
classes of citizens, by giving them employment in making needful public
improvements. "''

Ihe joint committee on city property supported the workers in a report sent
to the common and select councils on March 29. A new city hall would help ease
the unemployment problem in the construction trades, the report said, and the
(omirnIttee recommended the northwest corner of Penn Square. It also submitted
an ordinance to authorize spending SOO.(XX) to get the work underway."

In the council debates that followed, the proposal seemed to gain approval
when in May opponents introduced the idea of a referendum as a way of
postponing action. Penn Square backers, and workers in particular. did not want
this. At a rally a few days before. they had attacked the idea with another
resolution that urged the council to act "without further delay" because there
alreasd was a "clear and unquestionable demonstration of the public will" in
favor of the Penn Square plans."'
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The councils decided against a referendum, but they could not come to any

agreement on an ordinance to begin the work at Penn Square. The proposal was
in effect raising the issue of whether or not the city should create jobs. The idea
was tempting for the councils, but it meant asking for more tax dollars at a time
the city's financial state was none too healthy. As for the county commissioners,
they also hesitated to do anything, subject as they were to pressures similar to
those on the city councilmen.

* * *

In the 1840s Philadelphians in and out of government continued to discuss
a new city hall, but the decision-making did not move ahead, in part because the
riots of that turbulent decade brought more attention to concerns over the police
and fire services, and in part because the city was increasingly preoccupied with
the issue of whether or not it should join the suburbs in creating a metropolis
that would encompass all of Philadelphia County.17 Consolidation finally took
place in 1854, and this should have marked a turning point in the city hall debate
in the sense that by joining its neighbors in the county, Philadelphia greatly
increased its own government and exacerbated the space problem. In fact, there
were so many new councilmen that they were forced to move next door to
Independence Hall where two rooms were fitted up on the second floor.

In January of 1858 the committee on city property reported favorably on a
resolution to put two new office buildings on Independence Square, at a cost not
to exceed $400,000. The select council approved the plan, but the common
council did not act on it. The following year a similar resolution went through
the committee, and again the select council approved it. This time the resolution
included plans prepared by Samuel Sloan, a prominent architect who had done
many office buildings but was best known for his designs for homes and his
popular reference book, The Model Architect (185 1).18 But once again the
common council refused to act.

The impasse reflected the differences in the membership of the councils. At
the time, every ward had one representative in the select council whereas the
common council was based on population, with one for every 2,000 taxpayers.
The select council favored Independence Square because more wards were closer
to it than to Penn Square, and their residents did not want the civic center to
move. The common council was dominated by friends of Penn Square because
population was steadily marching westward, and the wards on the west side had
more votes.19

The tug between east and west in the councils no doubt in part reflected the
influence of property owners near Independence and Penn Squares. But the
location of the civic center was also of interest to all Philadelphians, who in those
days had to pay their taxes, and water and gas bills, in person; hundreds every
year also served on juries.
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In April of 1860, the state legislature tried to settle the dispute by passing a

bill to create a commission which would take charge of the project. The
members were to be the mayor, the presidents of the select and common
councils, and the judges of the state and county courts that met in Philadelphia.
Although the state had no explicit powers over the city in this instance, it was not
unusual for the legislature to act as a third-party in settling disputes.20 The
councils also gave the bill their unofficial blessing since there had been no
organized efforts to oppose the bill when it was being considered by the
legislature. The Philadelphia press also seemed satisfied. The North American
commented that the commission "will cut the gordian knot into which this
business has long been tied."2'

By the provisions of the bill, the commission was limited in its choice to
Independence Square and Penn Square. In earlyJuly it made a decision by a 4-3
vote in favor of Penn Square. Independence Square had too little space for a city
hall, the commission said, especially since plans were afoot to build a Revolution-
ary War memorial in the center of the Square.

The city had first involved itself with the proposed memorial inJuly of 1852
when it invited each of the state legislatures of the thirteen original state to send a
representative to discuss a monument to the founding fathers. Delegates from
ten of the states attended and approved the idea, which the councils formally
endorsed.22 Unfortunately there were no funds available, and the participating
states were expected to provide the $150,000 needed for the project. They proved
reluctant to act. But the project was still very much alive. In fact, state
representatives met again in Philadelphia inJune shortly before the commission-
ers made their decision.

During the summer the commissioners held a competition for new
buildings on Penn Square. The winner was John McArthur, Jr., a respected
Philadelphia architect then in his late 30s. McArthur had come to Philadelphia
from Scotland as a boy and began work as an apprentice carpenter for his uncle.
He attended evening classes in drawing and design at the Franklin Institute where
he studied under Thomas U. Walter, one of the city's leading architects.2" In 1848
McArthur won his first commission, the design of a building at the Philadelphia
House of Refuge where he was working as superintendent of works with his
uncle. By the 1850s he had a wide variety of commissions, including churches,
hospitals, college and office buildings, hotels and private homes.24

McArthur's plans called for two, two-storied "U" shaped buildings facing
each other on opposite sides of Broad Street north of Market Street. The
buildings were in classical design, one with a dome and the other with a steeple,
with broad fronts and wings on each side, to be finished with Pennsylvania
marble. The new buildings were to cost the city $1,300,000.25

Almost from the beginning, the project faced stiff criticism, particularly
from lawyers, who were frequent visitors to Independence Square. Most had
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their offices on Chestnut and Walnut west of Sixth Street. As the Sunday
Dispatch noted, moving the government buildings meant that the lawyers would
"be ousted from their ancient quarters and compelled to follow the courts." Yet
the paper felt the move might be a blessing in disguise for lawyers who owned
their offices because insurance companies, banks, wholesalers and brokers were
moving from their old location near Front into the neighborhood west of Sixth
Street, and rent no doubt would be rising there.26

Possible financial benefits notwithstanding, the lawyers were still critical of
the commission's decision. At a special meeting of bar association held a special
meeting on July 16, Eli Price, a prominent Philadelphian who played an
important role in the consolidation campaign, urged his fellow lawyers not to
complain too loudly about the personal inconveniences because "the community
would perceive, or suspect, that the members of the bar are very much influenced
by their own selfish interests in this matter." The law creating the commission
was a bad one, he said, and the commissioners had powers that should rightfully
belong to the city.27

A few spoke in favor of the Penn Square site, but the majority were
opposed. They adopted a resolution against the move to Penn Square and
challenged the legality of the commission. They also filed a suit that went
promptly to the state supreme court. In August the court ruled that the
commission was legal. This was not what the lawyers wanted to hear, but they
must have been cheered by another part of the judicial ruling.

The court said the councils must approve the commission's budget, which
meant that the project could still be challenged-and it was in the fall when the
councils met. The main debate centered around the claims of Thomas Ketchem,
a contractor who had begun court action to stop the project. The commissioners
were angry at Ketchem, and most particularly select councilman Theodore
Cuyler, who opposed the Penn Square site but felt the commission had done a
responsible job in picking a contractor.

Cuyler dismissed Ketchem's claims that he was blocked from the bidding
because of a legal technicality. The real reason, he said, was that Ketchem could
not find financial backers in time to put up the bond for him. Cuyler admitted
that Ketchem's bid was lower, but he said the bid was unrealistic if the job was to
be done properly. A bad low bid, claimed Cuyler, was against "the public
interest," since it might result "in defective material," or "slighted workmanship,"
or "the total failure of the unhappy contractor to complete his contract.""

Unfortunately the controversy continued, because in many respects the real
problem wasJohn Rice, the contractor that the commission had approved. Rice
was experienced and competent, but he was also strong-willed politico who
made his share of enemies. Rival contractors were happy to keep the criticism
going if it meant that he would not get the contract.
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In October the select council refused to approve the contract. In comment-
ing on the events, The Press said

We have mighty influences to prevent the accomplishments of
important projects, but little efficient power to promote them. The
interests of real estate owners, the prejudices for or against particular
locations, the jealousies and antagonisms of rival architects and
contractors, conspire to prevent the consummation of the improve-
ments which the public welfare demands, and which any or all of
these parties would be most clamorous advocates of if their private
views and purposes could be served.29

The project ended officially in April of 1861 when the commission expired,
it having no further authorization from the state. Mayor Alexander Henry said
"in all probability a long period must lapse before it will be revived," a prediction
that proved accurate. The Civil War brought new concerns.30

* * *

For years the councils had temporized by renting office space in the
neighborhood of Independence Square. This was not a popular policy, particu-
larly with the Penn Square backers, who in 1867 made up the majority of the joint
committee on city property. When asked to approve rental of the Adelphi
Building, the committee not only refused-it returned to the councils an
ordinance for a new civic center at Penn Square. Renting the Adelphi Building
"could only mitigate the existing evils and inconveniences." As for the intersec-

tion of Broad and Market, it was "very nearly the center of population and very
nearly the geographical center," the committee said.31

The streets are wide, and the architecture would be more imposing,
and would appear to better advantage than upon a narrow street.
Broad Street must ultimately be the great avenue of the city.... Let us
commence the work NOW, and let the buildings to be erected be
commensurate with the dignity and position of a city with its million
of inhabitants, the seat of manufactures and wealth, and which is
justly regarded as the fountain head of literature, medical lore and
jurisprudence.3 2

Once again the Independence Square backers managed to defeat the
proposal. The Public Ledger, which also opposed the Penn Square site in 1860,
said of the committee report that what started out "as a simple affair" of leasing a
small building had turned into "a grand project for creating an extensive and
expensive pile of public buildings, and for removing the court houses and public
offices from the situation they have so long occupied and where the public have
been accustomed to visit them."33
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Why does the location of our public buildings have to be changed?, the

paper asked. It admitted that the city's population and some of its business were
moving westward to new neighborhoods, "but the same thing has happened in
other cities, both in this country and abroad, and yet elsewhere we hear of none
of these feverish and fidgety periodical spasms about changing the sites of their
public offices." New York, Boston, and London had all built new government
building in recent years, it said, but the new structures were near the old.34

The Public Ledger also argued that neighborhoods like Independence
Square, which had developed special functions over the years, should be treated
very carefully, so far as city planning was concerned: "By changing the uses of
property, the values of property itself is subjected to fluctuations. Relations that
ought to be permanent, or at least not subject to unnecessary changes, become
unsettled, and there is no end to the circle of disturbing influences."'

A new twist in the debate took place in the fall of 1867 when a proposal was
offered to make Penn Square a cultural center. Apparently it was an attempt at
cooptation by the Independence Square lobby, for if a cultural center occupied
Penn Square, the government buildings would no doubt stay where they were. A
cultural center was not quite the same as having city Hall, but the papers that
wanted to keep the government buildings at Independence Square made it sound
very attractive. The Public Ledger said the proposal "would create a centre of
science, literature, and art very analogous to the British Museum."36 The North
American predicted that theaters, music halls and other amusements

would naturally seek to preserve their popularity by obtaining loca-
tions in close proximity to the great museum, so that besides being the
focus of literature, science and art, this section would soon become
the centre of amusement as well, and would likewise attract to itself
the great hotels, and in a short time the tradesmen would follow with
their jobbing and commission and importing houses.37

The proposal was approved by both councils and then sent to Harrisburg.
Specifically the bill asked for the right to permit the Academy of Natural
Sciences, the Library Company, the American Philosophical Society, the Acad-
emy of Fine Arts and the Franklin Institute, "or other kindred or like associations"
to build on Penn Square.38

The lawyer Eli Price added some arguments supporting the request in a
brief report that was sent to Harrisburg along with the bill. Price said that when
Penn dedicated the Square, buildings there should be, in Penn's words, "for
public concerns," such as "a meeting house, assembly or state-house, market-
house, school-house." Price felt the buildings in the city's proposal fitted Penn's
requirements. The cultural institutions would be in the spirit of Penn's "school-
house" dedication, he said, since they met the dictionary definitions of a school
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as " 'a place or establishment in which persons are instructed in arts, sciences,
languages or any species of learning.' "3

However imaginative Price's reasoning, the legislators rejected the bill
during the 1867-1868 session, in large part because they had doubts about the
propriety of permitting private societies to build on public property. But the
project stayed alive indirectly in December of 1868 when the councils authorized
a new city hall on Independence Square. The Penn Square supporters had offered
amendments to name their site instead, but they did not block the bill by
delaying tactics, which suggests that they were willing to let the civic center stay
at Independence Square because they still had hopes for a cultural center for
Penn Square.

Mayor Morton McMichael signed the bill on his last day in office. He was
the publisher of the North American, whose offices were at Fifth and Chestnut,
and therefore he may not have been an impartial participant in the decision.40

McMichael did not advocate the bill in public addresses, but he had supported
the cultural project for Penn Square and his paper supported Independence
Square as the site for the government buildings. It seems likely that McMichael
worked out some agreement behind the scenes with the Penn Square backers.

The councils also approved a commission to oversee the preliminary
planning for the new city hall. The councils had not been happy with having a
commission when the state had created one for them in 1860. But this was going
to be their own commission, run by the councils who named all twenty-six
members, who included private citizens, councilmen (the heads of both cham-
bers among them) and the mayor and other city officials.

A subcommittee headed by Thomas U. Walter oversaw the design compe-
tition. This time there were seventeen entries compared with three in 1860. Once
again John McArthur was named the winner. No doubt as his mentor in earlier
years, Walter must have had some special feelings toward McArthur, but it is
doubtful that this had anything to do with the outcome. If anything, McArthur's
reputation as an architect was higher at the time than it was in the earlier
competition. He had been busy with many government commissions during the

41war.
McArthur proposed a U-shaped complex of classical design, with the main

building on Walnut Street on the south side of Independence Square and office
wings extending up Fifth and Sixth Streets to Chestnut Street. To provide room
for the wings, the county court house and the city hall would be demolished, as
well as the hall of the American Philosophical Society, which had been built in
the late 1780s.42 Although they were all sites of importance in the city's earlier
history, the buildings were not considered historic enough at the time to be
worth saving. Independence Hall, however, was recognized even then as a
national shrine. McArthur left the hall intact between the wings at the top on
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Chestnut Street-overshadowed to be sure, but nevertheless an honored center-
piece of his plan.43

In the early months of 1869, McArthur's plans became increasingly irrele-
vant because once again the councils were disagreeing; new members who were
not happy about the deal made the previous month had entered the common
council in January of 1869. On January 28, the common council replaced
Independence Square with Penn Square in a substitute measure for the ordinance
approved in December. The select council rebuffed the move by voting to
postpone any action on the bill.

In March the common council passed a resolution which asked the state
legislature to permit a referendum regarding the site, but the select council again
voted to postpone any action. On April 1 the select council voted down the
council bill that was passed inJanuary. A week later the common council passed
a resolution insisting that the select council go along with Penn Square. Once
again, the select council refused, and this killed the project.

* * *

In October of 1870, a referendum finally settled the site debate. It was
authorized by state legislators, who argued that the voters deserved the right to
make the decision for themselves, given the deadlock in the councils. This was
the same solution proposed by the common council the year before, and
Philadelphia legislators who favored the Penn Square site played an influential
role in persuading their colleagues in Harrisburg to support the measure.

As for the site choices, Independence Square could no longer be used.
Voters would have to pick between Penn Square and Washington Square, the
latter a block south and west of Independence Square. Given the decades of
debate that focused on Independence Square as a possible site, this was a major
change, but the news did not come as a surprise. In fact the city councils had
been suggesting Washington Square as a possible alternate site.

At that time the city and state were lobbying in Washington for Philadel-
phia as the site for the 1876 Centennial Exposition, and there was growing
concern that digging up the square might have a negative effect on the public
relations campaign. Not surprisingly the papers that favored Penn Square as the
site for the new city hall had been particularly eloquent in their support of
Independence Square. The Sunday Dispatch observed: "Let not Philadelphia ask
that she shall receive special favors from the nation," if she "deliberately destroys
the only spot of ground which binds her to the history of the country."AA

The legislature also created a commission to oversee the construction of the
new building. It consisted of appointed private citizens; the only elected officials
who served were the mayor and heads of the two councils. At the time this
decision was not controversial, but there was debate over another provision of
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the referendum bill: if voters chose Washington Square, Penn Square would be
reserved for a cultural complex like the one proposed in 1867.

Apparently the legislature made this deal to insure the support of the
referendum by Philadelphians who wanted the public buildings at Washington
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Square. It was seen as helping their cause because influential museum elites, some
of whom might otherwise prefer city hall at Penn Square, would now push for
Washington Square because they would have Penn Square for themselves.

In the editorial debate in the weeks preceding the referendum, the deal drew
heavy fire from the press favoring Penn Square, especially from the Sunday
Dispatch, which had been an outspoken opponent when plans for a cultural
complex had been first raised. The paper called it a "contemptible log-rolling
arrangement" which supporters of Washington Square had pushed because they
were fearful that their project "could not succeed on its own merit."45 The
legality of using of Washington Square was also questioned, the papers saying
that Penn had intended it to be forever an open park. They noted also that
Washington Square had been used as a potter's field in the eighteenth century
and as a military burial ground during the American Revolution. Digging up the
Square would violate all those graves, they said.

The papers favoring Washington Square skirted these touchy subjects and
concentrated on the theme that the city hall should stay where the business
district was located. This was not an issue that the Penn Square papers could
easily dismiss. The Evening Telegram admitted that Washington Square was the
business center, but it was confident that

it cannot long remain so in this progressive age; and if business moves
westward as rapidly during the next twenty-five years as it has during
the last quarter of a century, by the time the proposed new public
buildings are erected, Broad and Market will be as near to the business
center as Washington Square.46

It is impossible to say what influence, if any, the editorials had on voters,
but in the referendum, the Penn Square site for the new public buildings won by
a decisive majority, 51,625 to 32,825. In his analysis of the vote, Howard Gillette,
Jr. says it followed Democratic-Republican party lines, "with the totals for the
Penn Square comparable, by percentage, to the totals for the Republican
candidates for office." But the parties had stayed away from the referendum
controversy, neither endorsing a site; party affiliation does not seem to have been
a particularly significant factor.47

Where the voters lived, however, apparently was important. If we exclude
four wards: 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 22nd wards, where neighborhoods were more or less
equally divided in distance from the two Squares (and the vote by ward was also
divided 2-2), we find one hundred percent correlation between proximity and
ward vote, all the wards closer to Penn Square giving a majority for that site and
all the wards closer to Washington Square doing the same for the site nearest to
them. The 1870 census figures show that some 343,000 Philadelphians lived in the
wards closer to Penn Square, compared to 234,000 in the wards nearer to
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Washington Square. This helps to explain why the vote was so lop-sided, and
why the Penn Square boosters pushed for a referendum.

The subsequent history of the construction of the new city hall in many
respects reflected the bitterness of the site debate. Many of the opponents never
gave up hope that the project would be halted and the site changed to
Washington Square, and they tried to get the commission abolished. It survived,
however, with McArthur once again chosen as the architect.48 The work began in
August of 1871, but it did not start in earnest until the following year and was not
officially finished until 1901, the long construction time in part the result of
niggardly funding by the hostile councils who were unhappy with the commis-
sion because it controlled the contracts.

In retrospect, it is not surprising that there was so much controversy. As the
Public Ledger pointed out in 1867, New York, Boston, and London had added
buildings or constructed new city halls near the original sites. They were all close
to the business and financial districts, and it was unusual to move government
buildings to a new neighborhood. Philadelphia's case was special in the sense
that it had a plan of a revered founder. New traditions had grown at Indepen-
dence Square, but they were not strong enough to match the founder's
vision-or the westward march of population.

As for the business district, a new one was growing near Broad and Market
by the time the city hall was completed, fulfilling the prophesy of Penn Square
backers who said business would move westward. Although the older business
district showed remarkable resilience, Broad and Market became the focal point
for downtown Philadelphia in the twentieth century, and it seemed apt when the
city council passed ordinances in the late 1980s to preserve a few of the remaining
sight lines of William Penn atop the city hall tower.49 Demographic, economic
and political factors all played a role, but it was still Penn's plan that shaped the
city.
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